Research overwhelmingly shows that facial appearance predicts leader selection. However, the evidence on the relevance of faces for actual leader ability and consequently performance is inconclusive. By using a state-of-the-art, objective measure for face recognition, we test the predictive value of CEOs' faces for firm performance in a large sample of faces. We first compare the faces of Fortune500 CEOs with those of US citizens and professors. We find clear confirmation that CEOs do look different when compared to citizens or professors, replicating the finding that faces matter for selection. More importantly, we also find that faces of CEOs of top performing firms do not differ from other CEOs. Based on our advanced face recognition method, our results suggest that facial appearance matters for leader selection but that it does not do so for leader performance.
Introduction
The relevance of facial appearance for the selection of leaders, albeit CEOs or politicians, is by now well established [1] . Individuals whose faces signal competence and dominance are significantly more often chosen for a leadership position than individuals who look less competent and dominant [2] [3] . However, whether facial appearance also signals leader ability and consequently actual performance is less clear. Results are especially contradictory on the relationship between CEOs' faces and firm performance. On the one hand, ratings of CEO leadership qualities are found to positively relate to firm profits [4] [5] [6] . On the other hand, other authors found no significant relationship between facial traits of CEOs and performance [7] .
More fundamentally, and based on a survey of all the evidence, it can be concluded [3] that social attributions from faces are much less accurate than previously thought. Accordingly, several scholars [8] even warn for the danger of 'face-ism', that is the overreliance on the accuracy of face-based inferences. The origin of 'face-ism' mainly lies in the way facial features are typically measured. Commonly, respondents are asked to give their personal assessment of pictures of alleged leaders. Most often in a lab setting, this may or may not concern actual politicians or CEOs [9] [10] [11] . Upon seeing the various leader' faces, respondents either choose the leader [12] , or score these faces on a number of variables that pertain to the leader's abilities, like dominance, likeability, and trustworthiness [4] .
We argue that research on the role of facial appearance could strongly benefit from an objective, and more advanced facial measure. We agree with Todorov and his colleagues [13] that especially for the relationship between leadership and performance we need to use more data-driven approaches to investigate the role of facial features. Against this background, and in order to advance the knowledge on the relationship between CEOs' faces and firm performance, we use an objective instrument that is not suspect to the inaccuracy of human judgement. Up till now, the facial width-to-height ratio (fWHR) has been used as the main objective measure [6] . More recently, mouth width has been added as an objective facial feature [14] . However, these predetermined and one-dimensional measures have several shortcomings, since they are superimposed upon the data, and allow faces to matter only on this one given measure, like the fWHR. Moreover, there have been failures to replicate findings from these one-dimensional measures with respect to simple objective outcome variables [3] , although a recent meta-analysis shows some evidence for the relationship between the fWHR and working context behaviors [15] . Therefore, in the biometric application of facial recognition, purely geometrically based methods like fWHR were applied early on only [16] , but in this field have nowadays been replaced by approaches that take the appearance of the whole face into account [17] through statistical modelling of the facial appearance [18] . Based on machine learning principles, these modern facial recognition methods are instruments where the way possible patterns would matter is not given by one measure, but is based upon the data itself.
The main aim of our paper is to test the predictive value of CEOs' faces for firm performance, by using a state-of-the-art objective measure for face recognition in a large sample of Fortune500 firms. We will compare CEOs' faces of relatively good performing firms with faces from CEOs who are leading firms that perform less well, with the Likelihood Ratio, based on a statistical analysis using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [19] [20] . Unlike 'traditional' logistic regressions or ANOVA's, LDA allows the separation of groups based on linear combinations of variables. This is the main reason why LDA is a standard approach in statistical classification literature. Importantly, next to the application of this advanced measure, our study differs in two ways from previous research.
First, whereas earlier studies focus only on within-group comparison of CEOs to assess the relevance of facial appearance (for a notable exception see [21] ), our paper starts by analysing the general distinctiveness of CEOs faces. We compare CEOs with a sample of citizens to test whether faces of CEOs are indeed different. Moreover, we compare CEOs' faces with those of university professors, since a possible significant difference between CEOs and citizens might be related to education or socio-economic status.
Second, it is the first time that such large samples are used, both in terms of the CEO sample itself, and the combined sample of citizens and professors. This enables better and more varied between ánd within group comparisons, which is a precondition for any robust study of both the selection and performance effect of faces. A significant difference between groups of CEOs and non-CEOs would clearly suggest a selection effect. Hereafter, by looking within the group of CEOs to investigate whether it is possible to differentiate between CEOs' faces of good and bad performing firms, we can determine whether facial characteristics of a CEO relate to actual firm performance.
Facial appearance, selection and performance
In selection processes, there is abundant evidence that stereotyping plays a strong role. Characteristics like gender [22] , race [23] and physical attractiveness [24] impact perceptions of job suitability such that hiring, promotion and also reward decisions are strongly determined by both negative and positive stereotypical beliefs [7] . More specifically, these processes of stereotyping also include occupational stereotyping: there are facial stereotypes of various occupations (such as nurses or bankers), and people who look like this facial stereotype have a higher change of getting selected [25] [26] . So first impressions, and in particular facial characteristics, influence these selection decisions [27] .
These processes have also been shown to apply to leadership positions. The social information processing (SIP) theory [28] explains how information overload and task demands activate automatic information processing based on leadership schemata. Having a face that is mature (that is, not baby-faced) and attractive [29] is consistent with the expectations people have from a prototypical leader, which implies that people with mature and attractive faces appear to possess characteristics that would be beneficial for leading a business. Consequently, this perception of a prototypical leader triggers the attribution of leader-like traits and behaviors, leading to favorable selection outcomes and subsequently the acquisition of leadership positions [30] [31] . And even within the domain of leadership positions, humans can accurately identify military, business and sports leaders from their faces [32] .
But, although people can assess if a picture showing a face is indeed the face of a leader, and even a certain type of leader, it does not automatically imply that people in general are able to accurately deduct actual leadership qualities and consequently performance from facial appearance [32] . There are both strong advocates and opponents for the existence of such a relationship between facial appearance and actual performance. Supporters can be found in the field of evolutionary psychologists. Taking an evolutionary approach, these researchers suggest that physical characteristics as for instance measured by the fWHR, relate to leaders' effectiveness [33] [34] . The fWHR is a sexually dimorphic trait and-among men-a greater fWHR is found to be associated with more aggressive behavior [35] or more unethical behavior [36] . Note however that the status of fWHR as a sexually dimorphic trait is not undisputed [37] . One of the explanations for the suggested relationship between fWHR and performance is that a greater fWHR relates to showing aggressive behaviors, which in turn is associated with feelings of power [36] , and these feelings of power subsequently have all kinds of positive outcomes, such as action taking, optimism and abstract thinking [38] . Based on this line of reasoning, in a study among 55 Fortune500 firms it was shown that firms with a CEOs with a larger fWHR have a superior financial performance [6] . In a similar vein, Rule and Ambady show that there is a relationship between facial characteristics, personality traits of both male and female CEOs and firm profits [4, 9] , since traits like competence, trustworthiness [39] and dominance [40] can be reliably derived from facial appearance.
However, scholars who doubt the existence of a relationship between leader' faces and performance argue that the relationship between faces and selection merely reflects biased human perception and is not an accurate inference of real or actual leadership qualities [8, 32, 41] . This position is supported by an empirical study showing that the causality of the relationship is reversed. In experiments with nearly 2000 subjects it was found that CEOs who looked more competent were hired by companies that already performed well [7] .
While acknowledging that first impressions of faces are important in all kind of social interactions including the selection of leaders, the contradictory findings up till now suggest that one should be a lot more careful in concluding that these features are also strong predictors of actual firm performance and hence of the effectiveness of leaders. Clearly more research is needed. More importantly, we argue that the existing literature on facial inferences as predictors of leader's success is limited due to the actual measurement of these facial features; following the call for the use of more data-driven approaches [13] , we investigate the relationship between CEOs faces and firm performance by using an objective instrument that is not suspect to the inaccuracy of human judgement.
Method
In biometric face comparison, facial images are compared in order to find out if they are recordings of the same person. In this paper, we want to investigate if a facial image belongs to one of two classes of persons, namely the class of US CEOs and a benchmark group. Next to a benchmark group of an 'average' US citizen, we also obtained photos to construct a class of US professors. We decided to add this 'extra' benchmark group, because the occupation of professor shares certain characteristics with the position of a CEO, like educational background, social-economic status, and position in the hierarchy. On the other hand, being a professor is still a rather different position than being a CEO who is responsible for a Fortune500 firm. To test whether a person is a member of a class of persons is essentially the same as the one underlying biometric facial comparison research aimed at the recognition of faces. We can therefore use the same likelihood ratio framework that underlies the modern biometric face comparison research.
The likelihood ratio that we will estimate is equal to the ratio of the probability of measuring appearance x, a particular facial pixel intensity measure, given that the class of the face is c, in casu CEO or a member of the benchmark group, and the probability of measuring that appearance for any class, that is across the total sample of faces of both CEOs and the benchmark. In order to do so, the means and co-variances of both class c and the total distribution will be estimated from training data. The appearance is represented by the intensities of the pixels in the face. These are collected in a vector x with dimension N (the number of pixels of a face). In our case, we normalised the images to 130x150 pixels, resulting in N = 19.500 pixels. Since this dimensionality of the facial appearances data is high relative to the number of faces in our sample, only the main elements of the covariance of the total distribution can be estimated reliably. For the chosen likelihood ratio based classifier, a common approach is to perform a principal component analysis (PCA). With the PCA the vector with facial appearances is transformed such that only the directions of the main variations remain which results in an effective dimensionality reduction. For the individual classes next the maximum discriminative directions are found using Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA). The PCA-LDA classifier that we used performs two steps of dimension reduction. The first step, PCA, is just a linear transformation of the data that de-correlates it, and drops dimensions that contain no relevant information. In the second step, LDA, the dimensionality of the data are further reduced to a space with a dimensionality of at most the number of classes of the problem in which the separation between the classes is performed. In this case this dimensionality is two. Since this is far below the number of participants, there is no chance that the model is saturated. Note that we took care to separate the training and testing phases: performing PCA and LDA on the training data results in transformations to map the training samples to a lower dimensional training-PCA resp. training-LDA space. These transformations were then used on the test set to map the test samples into the same lower dimensional training-PCA resp. training-LDA space from which in the end the likelihood ratios are determined. For more statistical background of the likelihood ratio framework, we refer to S1 File [19] .
We collected photos for all CEOs from the set of US Fortune500 firms (see www.fortune. com/fortune500) for the period 2008-2013. In order to have high quality material, we only selected pictures with sufficiently high resolution (at least 130x150 pixels) and photos with frontal faces only, so specific care was taken that all CEO images were comparable in quality to the images in the FRGC database of citizens (see below). For all selected images only minor facial expressions were present. We corrected for race and gender so that we restricted our data to white male CEOs only. This gave us 674 unique CEOs. We then cropped and normalized each photo [35] . Each picture was cropped by first locating the centers of the eyes, alignment by scaling, rotation and translation, such that the eyes are always in the same location and finally cropping using an elliptic mask, that removes all background and almost always also all hair, and only keeps the inner part of the face. Illumination was mostly homogeneous and variation in illumination was further suppressed by executing an intensity (grey level) normalisation, to make the appearance of the facial images better comparable, using histogram equalisation [42] . To emphasize the high contrast areas in the images, that contain most descriptive information, we scaled the gray levels with a factor of 3 and clipped at 255. Note that except for the localisation of the eyes, all steps in cropping and normalisation were performed automatically.
For the data set of US citizens we used facial images from the Face Recognition Grand Challenge (FRGC) dataset [43] and collected in total photos of 229 white males (in the same age range as the CEOs so that the average age of the citizens matched those of the CEOs). We also collected 252 photos for university professors from five US universities. Again, we excluded all female and non-white professors, and we also excluded professors from business schools in order to minimize the chance that we include professors who (also) have (had) a leadership position within firms. We found photos on the internet, and then again cropped and normalized each photo [35] .
In total, we thus collected photos of 674 white male faces of CEOs, 229 white male citizens and 252 white male university professors. Moreover, we collected a number of associated firm specific variables from the set of US Fortune500 firms covering the period 2008-2013, that is profits (as % of total assets), profits (as % of total revenue), and total revenue. In our estimations, we control for industry effects by subtracting the industry average from a firm's revenues and profits.
In order to investigate whether CEOs' faces significantly differ from average citizens and professors, we (randomly) took 150 CEO photos out of our sample of 674 CEO photos and similarly (randomly) 150 photos of citizens, and 150 of professors. Since the amount of data is limited, these numbers were chosen to have available a reasonable number of images for training and evaluation. The training and evaluation sets should, of course, be disjunct. A larger training set may improve the performance of the classifier, but it would leave a smaller evaluation set and, hence, less accurate performance reporting. A larger evaluation set on the other hand, increases the accuracy of performance reporting, but fewer samples for training are left, which will result in a poorer classifier. The choice strikes a balance between the two. These three subsamples of CEOs, citizens and professors were used as our training data and via the PCA/LDA/likelihood ratio procedure outlined above we estimated the mean and the covariance of the distribution of class c (CEO or citizen or professor), and the mean and the covariance of the total distribution, so as to be able to calculate the likelihood ratio (for more background information, see S1 File). This estimation was then used in the second step to test the model by using the estimations to predict for the remaining 524 (= 674-150) CEOs and 79 (= 229-150) citizens and 102 (= 252-150) university professors, if the corresponding faces would fall into either the CEO or the citizen, in either the CEO or the university professor category, and again in either the citizen or the university professor category. We re-ran this procedure for the CEOs and the citizens three times, that is to say we performed the analysis for three different random compositions of the training groups of 150 CEOs and 150 citizens. To test whether any two groups (CEOs vs citizens, CEOs vs professors, citizens vs professors, 'top' CEOs vs 'bottom' CEOs etc.) differ significantly from each other, we applied the Mann-Whitney test.
Results
To determine if a facial image represents a CEO or not, first the classifier determines the log of the likelihood ratio (LLR) by comparing the facial image to the average of the CEO faces. In order to decide if the facial image is a CEO or not, the LLR is compared to a threshold T. The class CEO is assigned if LLR>T. Fig 1 shows a so-called ROC (Receiver Operating Curve) for the three different compositions (Test 1, 2 and 3 ) of the classification of facial images as CEO. The ROC shows the TAR (True Accept Rate) on the vertical axis as a function of the FAR (False Accept Rate) on the horizontal axis for varying threshold T. The TAR is the rate at which CEO faces are correctly classified as CEO and equal to 1-FRR (False Reject Rate, type II error or β) which is the rate at which CEO faces are incorrectly classified as citizen. The FAR (False Accept Rate, type I error or α) is the rate at which citizen faces are incorrectly classified as CEO. If the threshold T is very high, no facial images are accepted as CEO and thus FAR = 0, but also TAR = 0. If on the other hand T is very low, all images are accepted as CEO, resulting in FAR = 1 and TAR = 1. In our set up, the TAR is the same as the positive predictive value (PPV), and (1-FAR) is the same as the negative predictive value (NPV). A perfect classifier would result in TAR = 1 at FAR = 0, i.e. the point in the upper left corner of the graph. If the actual test of the model would yield a range of false accept and accept rates that coincides with the diagonal in Fig 1, this would indicate that the estimated model would not have any predictive power. Hence, for the model to have predictive power in terms of Fig 1, the actual plot of the tested model should give true accept rates that significantly exceed the false accept rates. Fig 1 suggests for our test group of 524 CEOs and 79 citizens that the faces of CEOs and citizens differ, since for any given false accept rate the corresponding recognition rate is clearly higher. This is confirmed by results for the Mann-Whitney test. In Table 1 , the significant p- values reported for CEOs vs citizens for our three groups 1, 2, and 3 clearly indicate that the CEOs' faces differ from those of the citizens' class.
In order to test whether the difference between CEOs and citizens might be explained by the fact that CEOs differ significantly in educational level, socio-economic status or position in the hierarchy, we also compared their faces with those of a comparable group of people, university professors. Fig 2 shows these results, and indicates that the faces of CEOs and professors also differ, but less strongly than the results for CEOs and citizens. This is confirmed by results for the Mann-Whitney test. In Table 1 , the significant p-values reported for CEOs vs professors show that CEOs' faces also differ from those of the professors group. Interestingly and in line with earlier findings on occupational stereotyping [25] [26] , the university professors also differ significantly from the citizens, as can be seen in the final row of Table 1 .
One could also infer significance from the ROC-curves in Figs 1 and 2 . Every point on the ROC curve in Figs 1 and 2 represent the FAR and TAR for a certain threshold on the comparison score. Of course, due to limited available testing data, there is an uncertainty in the FAR and TAR. If the same experiment were repeated with different data, slightly different FAR and TAR values would result. As a matter of fact, the FAR and TAR values follow binomial distributions B(N,m), where N is the number of CEO or citizen samples and m is the mean of the TAR or FAR. We calculated Jeffreys credible intervals, see [44, 45] which provide an estimate of the intervals in which the true FAR and TAR will lie. E.g. for FAR = 0.2 and TAR = 0.9 in Fig 1, the 95% Jeffreys credible intervals are (0.88-0.92) for the TAR and (0.16-0.25) for the FAR. This means that there is a 95% probability that the actual TAR is in the range (0.88-0.92) and the actual FAR in the range (0. 16-0.25) . This means that even in the worst case, if actual FAR is 0.25, the TAR at 0.88 is still far above gambling, which would mean a TAR = 0.25. Consequently, and following previous studies that focus on the relevance of CEOs' faces for firm performance [4, 6, 7] , we investigated whether facial features of CEOs can predict actual performance. We created two groups of CEOs based on performance criteria (total revenue, profits (as % of total assets), and profits (as % of total revenue)), that is a group with the top-100 firms and their associated CEOs, and a group that consisted of the bottom-100 firms and their associated CEOs. The financial performance criteria are taken from the Fortune 500 website at http://fortune.com/fortune500/2012/. For this within-group CEO comparison we took the CEOs that were active as such in 2012, this gives us 481 CEOs from our sample of 674 unique CEOs. The reason to stick to 2012 is that we want to control for possible year or time effects. We controlled for firm size, so instead of taking total profits we took profits as a percentage of total assets or total revenue [7] . To estimate this 'within group' model, we first took for each of the three firm performance variables 80 CEO photos from each class and we then used the model estimations to test the model by using the estimated parameters to predict in which category (top or bottom) the remaining 20+20 CEOs would belong. The results of these analyses can be found in Table 2 . Results show for all of our top vs bottom comparisons that the model is not able to differentiate between the faces of top100 or bottom100 CEOs, indicating that one can clearly not reject the hypothesis that the respective two groups of CEOs have similar faces.
Discussion
Applied to a large sample of Fortune500 CEOs and by using an advanced objective method for the measurement of facial features, we find that US CEOs' faces differ significantly from US citizens and university professors. Hereby we replicate the finding in facial appearance research at large [3, 8] that leaders also objectively somehow look different than non-leaders, thereby supporting the work on occupational stereotyping [25] [26] . Applied to the case of CEOs, this is, however, the first study to objectively and comprehensively compare the group of CEOs with benchmark groups of citizens and professors, and thereby it supports the claim that selection of leaders is at least partly driven by their facial appearance.
More importantly, and here our research ties up with earlier, partly contradictory studies [4, 6, 7] , our results suggest that CEOs' faces do not relate to firm performance. The strength of our study is that it is based on an objective and more advanced method for measuring facial features than either the subjective lab-studies [4, 7] or the predetermined one-dimensional measures like fWHR or mouth width, which have been used so far in comparable studies [6, 14] . Additionally, we base our conclusions on a substantially larger sample of Fortune500 firms than related studies. Thirdly, like Graham et al [7] already argued, a number of studies on the relationship between CEO facial appearance and performance are problematic as they [4, 14] use unscaled measures of firm performance only [7] , thereby confusing firm size with profitability. In general, based on this objective measure, our results strongly support recent conclusions [3, 8] that there is no evidence for a relationship between faces and actual ability of leaders. Moreover in doing so, we did not only investigate a large group of CEOs, but we also introduced an objective 'real world base-rate' [46] by comparing faces of CEOs with those from citizens and professors. The theoretical implication of our paper is that predicting the selection of leaders based on their facial appearance is not necessarily informative about their subsequent effectiveness or performance, in contrast to what some evolutionary scholars suggest.
A notable limitation of our method is of course that we do not know precisely what facial attributes discern CEOs from non-CEOs, but the potential applications of the Likelihood Ratio method for these type of studies are very promising and we suggest that future research could look into this matter. Additionally, a second limitation is that, by way of counterfactual, one would like to know what firm performance would be if randomly chosen US citizens (or US university professors) would be put in charge of Fortune 500 firms, so as to learn if the significant differences in facial appearances between CEOs and citizens also transform into differences in performance. Although appealing as an experiment, this role switching is not very likely to occur in reality. A final possible limitation is that CEOs may somehow look different because of the fact that they have become a CEO. Rule and Ambady [9] also discuss this causality issue in a setting where respondents have to assess photos of CEOs. With these subjective verdicts, the causality issue seems, however, potentially more of a problem than with the kind of objective face recognition methods employed here.
For future research on the relevance of facial appearance for various social phenomena we believe that more use of biometric methods could yield new and robust insights. Clearly, using such an objective measure of facial characteristics circumvents the errors and shortcomings of human observations [3] . One of the plans for future research is to investigate other types of classes and also to investigate simultaneous separation of multiple classes. Second, information on the facial features that pre-dates the CEO appointment stemming from for instance college yearbook photos seems a promising avenue to explore the causality issue mentioned above [47] [48] .
Our study has also strong practical implications. Boards of directors and HR-professionals within and outside organizations should be aware of the fact that selection of CEOs is a process in which the looks of a (potential) candidate fundamentally matter. But even more importantly, they should realize that 'what you see is not necessarily what you get' and therefore do not put too much weight on these processes, since at least we find no evidence that the face of a CEO is a predictor of actual performance.
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